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Intro to Secure Access
Service Edge (SASE)

Even the technology market research firms do
not agree on a name for this evolution. Forrester
refers to it as the Zero Trust Edge while Enterprise
Strategy Group (ESG) relates it to an Elastic Cloud
Gateway concept.
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Optiv has produced this Field Guide to help
organizations understand SASE, the promise of its
future, its benefits and hurdles, and a list of several
SASE providers.

SASE IN
IN THE
THE WILD
WILD

Unfortunately, SASE has perhaps become an
overused marketing term with each vendor
promoting somewhat different definitions primarily
designed to emphasize their particular strengths.
This has led to significant market confusion as IT
infrastructure teams attempt to make sense of the
current landscape.

SASE FEATURES
FEATURES

Secure Access Service Edge or SASE (pronounced
“sassy”) is an emerging enterprise infrastructure
blueprint popularized by Gartner in 2019. One point
to emphasize is that SASE is not a brand-new technology, but rather a vision for how to converge many
familiar networking and security capabilities in a
cloud-delivered service to best enable multiple digital business imperatives.
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SASE Evolution
In the not too distant past, network and security architecture was far
easier to manage. There were fewer remote workers to manage. Most of the
enterprise application estate was confined to corporate data centers. The
traditional security perimeter was effective.

Enterprise Workloads
IN THE PUBLIC CLOUD
2020

OTHER LOCATIONS
2021

48%

57%

enterprise architecture might have looked like in the past.

Enterprises are currently running 48% of
workloads in the public cloud, which is expected
to increase to 57% over the next year.

SASE FEATURES

The diagram below provides a high-level view of what a common

Ye Olde Enterprise Architecture
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Source: Flexera 2020 State of the Cloud Report
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Fast forward to today, and organizations’ digital transformation efforts

This opens the door for different user groups to access these cloud

have dramatically altered IT infrastructure in pursuit of increased

resources through paths which do not process through the corporate

business agility and efficacy. The number of remote workers has

security tech stack. Many branch offices are enabling direct internet

multiplied. The COVID-19 pandemic instantly spiked remote worker

access. However, secure connectivity requires the management of

demands and most certainly established this as an enduring business

dedicated networking and security infrastructure in each branch.

continuity priority.

Remote users may also connect directly with cloud resources over the

In parallel with the proliferation of remote workers, many enterprise
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internet which can create security risks.
This evolution – and resulting complexity – can be seen in comparing

the traditional security perimeter. Indeed, we are approaching a tipping

the diagram from the previous page to the one below. As more traffic

point where most applications and data now reside in the public cloud.

bypasses the traditional security perimeter and goes direct to cloud-based

The use of SaaS and IaaS have become nearly ubiquitous.

resources, the effectiveness of the perimeter has diminished.

2020 Enterprise Architecture

SASE FEATURES

application estates have migrated outside the corporate data center and

Enable direct Internet access
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SASE and Digital Transformation
These primary trends have set the stage for SASE to prove itself as

SASE Benefits

the superior secure access solution for all types of remote entities,

Converge Networking and Security SASE unites many functions of

such as roaming individuals, branch/retail locations, and even IoT
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existing networking and security point solutions into a cloud-delivered

or edge computing.

service. This includes, but is not limited to, SD-WAN, Zero Trust Network
SASE FEATURES

Access (ZTNA), Secure Web Gateway (SWG), Cloud Access Security Broker

The diagram below shows the concept of SASE and how it simplifies

(CASB), and Firewall.

and streamlines connectivity and security compared to the current

Improve Remote User Experience The proliferation of remote workers

state shown in the previous diagram.

and the simultaneous shift of application resources into the public cloud

Future SASE Architecture

renders the traditional model of backhauling traffic to an enterprise data
center for security inspection inefficient and expensive. By contrast, SASE
pushes virtual network access points (or PoPs – Points of Presence) close
to users at the edge of the network. Latency is decreased, enhancing user

IDENTITY IS
CRITICAL

experience as SASE establishes more direct paths (less backhauling) to
requested application resources and services.

REMOTE USERS

SASE IN THE WILD
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SASE Benefits cont’d
Improve Security with Zero Trust One foundational element of SASE is
that it authenticates and authorizes identities and interactions based on
the principles of zero trust. Identity context is also utilized for continuous
behavioral analysis. SASE is extensible and can support all types of
SASE FEATURES

entities and resources, including people, devices, applications, services, IoT
systems, or instances of edge computing.
Provide Cloud Scalability and Flexibility By unifying a networking and
security tech stack in the cloud, SASE can deliver highly scalable and
tailorable security inspection and policy enforcement. Organizations can
rapidly expand service to support new users. This feature came in handy
during the COVID-19 pandemic as organizations with remote access using
a SASE-based architecture were able to dynamically scale up support
for the surge in remote workers. Also, SASE allows organizations to
add/modify/remove networking and security services based on policies
applied to groups that are defined virtually rather than confined to

IN THE PUBLIC CLOUD
2020

45%

OTHER LOCATIONS
2021

53%

SASE IN THE WILD

single physical locations.

Enterprise Data

Simplify Network and Security Technology Management With SASE,
many functions are integrated into a single cloud-delivered service. This is
superior to the alternative of security teams having to manage disparate
appliances across multiple branch locations and/or the corporate VPN.
Integrated solutions can also create operational benefits in the form of
fewer agents to deploy on devices and fewer management consoles to
swivel between. Plus, organizations may achieve long-term cost savings as
more functionality is procured from fewer vendors.

Enterprises now house 45% of their data
in the public cloud, which is expected to
increase to 53% over the next year.
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SASE Features
SASE can mean different things to different
providers. We believe several elements are
foundational to an effective SASE solution.

SASE IN
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WILD
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Uniting Functions
SASE will increasingly unite a significant number of networking and

2
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ZTNA
ZTNA, also referred to as SDP (Software Defined Perimeter), is

five functions currently represent the core capabilities organizations

a relatively new approach for secure remote access to corporate

should evaluate: SD-WAN, Zero Trust Network Access (ZTNA), Secure

applications both on-prem and in the cloud. ZTNA conveys multiple

Web Gateway (SWG), Cloud Access Security Broker (CASB), and

benefits compared to traditional VPNs. VPNs rely on appliances,

Firewall. Each SASE provider emphasizes different aspects of these core

such as firewalls or VPN concentrators, forcing remote user traffic

capabilities based on their unique heritage – and may also incorporate

to be inefficiently routed to specific locations where the appliances

other peripheral elements – to help differentiate their market position.

reside. This can add latency and create capacity constraints. By

Ultimately, potential buyers need to explore the strengths and roadmaps

contrast, ZTNA utilizes a provider’s geographically dispersed cloud

of different SASE vendors that will best empower their deployment

presence to authenticate and authorize users and then route them

objectives.

to requested resources. ZTNA is also inherently more secure as it

SASE FEATURES
FEATURES

security functions into a single cloud-delivered ecosystem. We believe

grants access only to specific applications based on the principles of
1

SD-WAN
SD-WAN is becoming the de facto standard for branch-wide
area network refreshes. Part of the reason is because SD-WAN

on the network. Zero trust ensures users are granted access to only
the minimum amount of resources needed for them to complete
their job function and nothing more.

SASE IN THE WILD

intelligence ensures high quality of service for transport using

zero trust. In contrast, VPNs typically provide access to all resources

broadband internet connections. This is critical as branch office
strategies increasingly include direct internet access to resources
in the public cloud. With regard to SD-WAN in SASE, there is some
bifurcation in strategy between SASE security providers which have
this networking capability in-house versus those that (at least so far)
leverage partnerships with third-party SD-WAN companies. This
distinction is worth exploring as you evaluate SASE providers.

Source: Gartner Market Guide for Zero Trust
Network Access; Published 29 April 2019
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60%

of enterprises will phase out most of their
remote access virtual private networks
(VPNs) in favor of ZTNA by 2023.
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SWG
Many technology providers have worked to integrate SWG with

5
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Firewall
Firewalls are used to protect non-web Internet traffic. This typically

CASB and that approach provides rich benefits in terms of depth of

includes visibility and control for Layers 3-4 (IP, port and protocol)

security inspection and threat mitigation. Most organizations are

and Layer 7 (applications).

likely already familiar with cloud-based SWG to control and secure
user sessions interacting with web-based resources.
SASE FEATURES
FEATURES

CASB
CASB provides full visibility into cloud application usage and the
ability to control access and enforce granular policies. The power of
CASB can be further reinforced with data loss prevention rules to
detect sensitive data in the network flows and stop it from leaving
the network.

Ultimately, potential
buyers need to explore
the strengths and
roadmaps of different
SASE vendors that will
best empower their
deployment objectives.

15
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Identity is Critical
Identity is not explicitly listed as a core component of SASE, but it plays a

Device Profile

critical role. As the traditional corporate perimeter has dissolved, identity

A device profile in a SASE environment defines the posture

has become the new perimeter.

of the device. Understanding what is on the device as well

The following elements are core to implementing identity and driving

Identity/Credential
These range from users, consumers, devices (both
managed and unmanaged), and IOT/OT devices.
Credentials can be validated through an Identity Provider
(IdP) either on-prem or in the cloud.

as the potential reliability (risk posture) of the device is
very important before access to resources is granted.

SASE FEATURES
FEATURES

context-based security decisions:

INTRO TO SASE
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Most core elements of SASE rely on identities for policy decisions. For
example, secure web gateways analyze identity to define policies as to
whether they should provide the content being requested. Dynamic
network segmentation in ZTNA relies on identities or identity attributes.
Risk-based authentication (RBA) is critical in the process to facilitate a
continuous risk and trust assessment of identities and their behaviors.

Risk/Trust Assessment
This continuous review of identity/device risk is core to

benefit, but the impact is magnified as that context is shared and leveraged
across multiple solutions (e.g., CASB, Cloud Identity Provider, etc.).
SASE IN THE WILD

ZTNA and SASE.

Utilizing identity context within a single security solution has some

Role
Roles are core to any access or authorization solution.
SWG solutions use profiles, and ZTNA solutions use
identity attributes to support roles and granting resource
access. These roles can be supported through Role-Based
Access Control (RBAC) or Attribute-Based Access Control
(ABAC) models.

Most authentication solutions support a basic location/
time-based authentication model. This is designed to flag
violations in logic as an identity check – for instance, a
user would not be permitted to log in from China after
attempting to log in from New York just two hours prior.

16
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Evaluation Considerations
Evaluate Cloud Tenancy Models

SASE strives to minimize latency by conducting security inspection with

Some SASE vendors promote single-tenancy models, which may provide

a single-pass architecture. In this model, network traffic is decrypted only

stronger isolation between different customers in their cloud. However,

once (if necessary) and analyzed by all the applicable security engines

single tenancy reduces the density of the number of clients that can be

in parallel before it is re-encrypted. Repeated decrypt/encrypt cycles to

served from a specific set of infrastructure. This will most likely come at a

accommodate different security functions in the flow escalate latency. A

premium price. Evaluate different providers' tenancy models and find the

single-pass approach would also strive to embed the continuous risk and

solutions that best match your security needs and price requirements.

trust assessment of identities and behavior in the data path.

Understand SLAs

Evaluate Cloud Network Architectures

Ultimately, many of the factors discussed above will shape the performance

Well-distributed PoPs are critical to effective SASE architectures to push

and service levels provided by SASE vendors. Spend time exploring the

functionality close to the edge to minimize latency for end users and other

details of vendor SLAs and which services/applications those might cover as

entities. Different SASE vendors have embarked on different strategies to

well as contractual penalties for falling short of SLAs.

SASE FEATURES
FEATURES

Favor Full-Stack Providers

INTRO TO SASE

Optiv

build out their underlying cloud network architecture and PoP footprint.
Some have invested aggressively in building proprietary networks while
others have partnered with cloud service providers such as Amazon Web
SASE IN THE WILD

Services, Google Cloud, or Microsoft Azure. This should be an area you
explore with your SASE provider to understand their architecture in terms
of network capacity, flexibility and cost.
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SASE in the Wild
Having an understanding of foundational SASE
elements is a good start. From there, look for
opportunities to initiate your SASE journey. But
don’t forget to consider some of the cross-currents
you will need to navigate.

21
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SASE Adoption Scenarios
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Many technology initiatives may open the door for you to consider SASE.
We’ve summarized some of the more popular initiatives below.

Looking to upgrade VPN to ZTNA  

2

Considering an SD-WAN upgrade for branches

3

Looking to upgrade security appliances in branches

4

SASE FEATURES

1

2

Anticipating a large shift in workforce or workload
locations (work from home, shift to the cloud)

3

5

gaps, e.g., remote workers have less security protections than
on-prem

6
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When there is an identified need to address existing
1

6

Working to secure geographic expansion, either organic or
through mergers and acquisitions

5
4

of enterprises are accelerating
cloud usage in response to COVID

only 11% are scaling
back their cloud plans

22
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SASE Uncertainties
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Organizational Hurdles

Most SASE journeys will be

Increasing Dependence on a
Smaller Group of Providers

accentuate the organizational

Adopting a new SASE solution

slow and segmented (upgrade

As organizations acquire an

divide between network

may require the abandonment

a branch or a group of users

increasing amount of their

and security teams. From an

of past investments in branch

one at a time), meaning there

SASE infrastructure from a

adoption standpoint, it is vital to

infrastructure, security

will be periods of time where

shorter list of providers, there

include both these stakeholders

tools and VPN technology.

SASE coexists with traditional

will be growing dependence on

and gain their 'buy-in' for any

This puts more emphasis on

approaches (heavy branch

that provider to maintain the

SASE plans. Ideally, the direction

the requirement to achieve

infrastructure, VPNs, and

robustness and resilience of

on a SASE strategy for any

executive buy-in and plan for the

backhauled traffic). These

their offering.

organization should be driven

necessary retraining of staff.

hybrid deployments may create

by the CIO to harmonize the

more networking and security

networking and security teams.

complexity for enterprises to

SASE IN
IN THE
THE WILD
WILD

Current Network and
Security Investments

Hybrid Transition

SASE adoption plans can further

manage during the transition

24
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While SASE is still emerging in the market, many
providers are ramping up their offerings to prepare
for growing demand. We’ve compiled a list of some
representative vendors in the SASE market.
26
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SASE Provider Overview
The SASE provider landscape has seen dramatic evolution over the past

The table below summarizes representative companies active

year as vendors have endeavored to expand their suite of SASE offerings

in the SASE market with varying degrees of product maturity. This is

either through internal development or the acquisition of complementary

not meant to be a comprehensive list, just a starting point in your efforts

technologies. We expect this rapid pace of change to continue unabated.

to research and build a shortlist of providers you may want to engage
more deeply.

mainstream adoption among end users for several years, however, the

The table also reflects a provider’s presence in SD-WAN to get a sense

COVID-19 pandemic has certainly accelerated activity. In our estimation,

whether they have an internal solution or whether they use partnerships

there are not yet full-suite SASE offerings with high maturity in the

with third parties.

market. As the market continues to evolve, organizations may need to
utilize multiple vendors to start down the SASE path.

PROVIDER

NOTABLE SD-WAN ACTIVITY

Akamai

Has an SD-WAN solution

SASE FEATURES

It is worth mentioning that SASE is still in early innings. We may not see

INTRO TO SASE

Optiv

Appgate
Broadcom/Symantec
Cato Networks

Likely, your organization is already using
some cloud-delivered technology for SD-WAN,
ZTNA, SWG, CASB, and/or Firewall. Incumbent
providers in these areas can be a great place to
start in plotting your SASE journey.

Cisco

Optiv is not suggesting that you limit your
evaluations only to incumbent vendors. Still,
the continuity can provide meaningful benefits
in terms of less stranded cost for current tech
investments and internal staff training. Most
of the well-established vendors in all these
domains have a SASE vision.

McAfee

Has an SD-WAN solution
SASE IN THE WILD

Consider existing/incumbent providers and
their SASE roadmaps.

Check Point
Has two SD-WAN platforms
(Viptela and Meraki)

Forcepoint

Has an SD-WAN solution

Fortinet

Has an SD-WAN solution

HPE Aruba

Acquired Silver Peak in 2020

iBoss

Netskope
Acquired CloudGenix in 2020

Proofpoint
Pulse Secure
Tempered Networks
VMware

Acquired VeloCloud in 2017

Zscaler

28
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Conclusion
SASE is an emerging paradigm, but it has many business benefits. SASE
can improve the user experience for road warriors or branch office
employees accessing cloud resources by reducing backhaul and session
latency. SASE can enhance security by enforcing zero trust principles
and leveraging an integrated stack of security inspection functionality.
user requirements. Also, SASE can reduce IT management overhead for
networking and security infrastructure.

We hope this edition of Optiv’s Cybersecurity Field
Guide series is a helpful resource for starting your
SASE effort.
Stay tuned for Part 2 of our SASE Field Guide
where we will provide a primer on how to
implement and operationalize SASE.

SASE FEATURES

SASE offers cloud scalability and flexibility to rapidly support changing

INTRO TO SASE
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What Next?
Initiate discussions with your incumbent vendors to understand
their current offerings and roadmaps.

As an interim step, look for opportunities to consolidate vendors in
SASE IN THE WILD

future projects and tech refreshes to move in SASE’s direction.

Engage external experts that can help you define requirements,
establish a maturity roadmap, and qualify providers with an
objective technology assessment and validation.

31
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and Zero Trust
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Optiv

Want to
learn more?
Visit www.optiv.com/contact-us

Secure your security.™
Optiv is a security solutions integrator – a
“one-stop” trusted partner with a singular
focus on cybersecurity. Our end-toend cybersecurity capabilities span risk
management and transformation, cyber digital
transformation, threat management, cyber
operations, identity and data management,
and integration and innovation, helping
organizations realize stronger, simpler and
more cost-efficient cybersecurity programs
that support business requirements and
outcomes. At Optiv, we are leading a
completely new approach to cybersecurity
that enables clients to innovate their
consumption models, integrate infrastructure
and technology to maximize value, achieve
measurable outcomes, and realize complete
solutions and business alignment. For more
information about Optiv, please visit us at
www.optiv.com.
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Optiv is a registered trademark of Optiv Inc.
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